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Nowhere in his published work does Geoffrey Cornelius indicate when
he first formulated the notion that judicial astrology—the astrology of
particular judgments from horoscopes---is best understood as a form of
divination. From his initial experiences with it in the early 1970’s,
Cornelius perceived horoscopic astrology as a form of divination more
akin to the I Ching or Tarot than some type of science. 1 Still, this was
more of an intuitive apprehension than a thought out position. Like
any novice astrologer, he spent his early years learning the craft, but
always with one eye cocked askance at the explanations he received
for how the stellar science worked. Despite his incipient heresy, by the
mid 1970’s Cornelius made a name for himself at the Astrological
Lodge of London as a technically competent astrologer, who
developed such an expertise with the Topocentric house system, that
he was listed as the primary consultant for it in Geoffrey Dean’s
Recent Advances in Natal Astrology: A Critical Review 1900-1976. 2
He also exhibited a strong interest in the varied phenomena he
encountered in astrological practice. Along the way, he also developed
a reputation in the world of UK astrology as someone willing to
challenge orthodox views.
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This essay is the first published work by Geoffrey Cornelius which
expresses some of the key ideas for what would later come to be called
divinatory astrology. It would take more than fifteen years before he
published the first edition of his Moment of Astrology: Origins in
Divination. More than thirty-five years after this article first appeared,
it still packs a punch, since it contains ideas and assumptions which
present a significant challenge to the practice of much contemporary
astrology. For readers unfamiliar with his work, the short essay which
follows provides some historical context for understanding the
significance of this groundbreaking article.

Cornelius’ heterodox views were on display at the 1978 Astrological
Association’s annual conference, where he was offered the opportunity
to give the Charles Carter lecture. Indeed, it was there, that he first
presented the horoscope for the “Anti-Astrology Signature”. His
lecture title "Old Lumps of Rock—Conceptual Foundations of
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Astrology" suggests that he had little patience with the notion that
planetary rays or other scientific explanations account for astrological
effects. In that lecture, as he subsequently expressed the idea, he
challenged one of astrology’s fundamental assumptions: “An effect or
a sign produced in a distinct moment of objective time relates the
situation on earth and the state of the heavens at that moment…” 3 No
doubt, Cornelius was aided in his task by his significant experience
with the idiosyncratic workings of horary astrology, which supported
his contention that astrology's successes had less to do with scientific
astrological laws and more to do with "effective and worldly
symbolism".
Cornelius’ powerful critique of one of astrology’s conceptual
foundations arrived at a sensitive time for the UK astrological
community. It was still absorbing the twin shocks of the Humanist
attack from 1975 (which provided the horoscope for the “AntiAstrology Signature”), as well as Geoffrey Dean’s massive study of
natal astrology Recent Advances, published in 1977. Though the
Humanist critique was much less well-informed than that presented by
Dean et al, the former seemed as if it could be a more significant threat
to astrology’s public image because of its high profile. It was
announced in the Sept/Oct. 1975 Humanist magazine and republished
in succeeding months by a number of newspapers around the world,
including the New York Times. Coordinated by Bart Bok, an eminent
astronomer and Paul Kurtz, a professor of philosophy, the manifesto,
entitled “Objections to Astrology” was endorsed by 186 scientists,
including 18 Nobel Prize winners. Unnoticed at the time, its broad
brush condemnation of astrology had more in common with a Papal
bull, than a summary of a scientific consensus. In retrospect, it seems
to not have had much effect on the public’s views of astrology, which

remained vaguely but consistently supportive. To anyone seriously
interested in astrology, it brought unwanted attention. Unfortunately,
the collective response to this attack from professional astrologers and
their organizations was both weak and unfocused.
Two years later, in December 1977, astrologers received even more
bad news regarding the scientific standing of many of their practice
techniques from the publication of Geoffrey Dean’s Recent Advances
in Natal Astrology. One could be forgiven for wondering if the title
was ironic, since this volume contained no “advances” and its contents
were a largely negative assessment of the vast majority of horoscopic
factors, from signs to planets to aspects and everything in between.
Even more demoralizing for practicing astrologers was the active
participation of a number of leading astrologers, including Rob Hand,
John Addey, Charles Harvey and Baldur Ebertin. At the time of its
publication, Dean, a former astrologer, did not have the fearsome
reputation he carries amongst astrologers as a fierce critic of their
discipline. Still, the combined effect of these two critiques were
hammer blows for any astrologer who understood their practice to
have some kind of scientific basis. This notwithstanding, the editor of
the Quarterly, Ronald Davison – and perhaps many astrologers at the
time – were quite dismissive of the scientific critiques, as evidenced by
the following editorial comment from p. 74 of this issue:
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If in the wake of these scientific attacks, most astrologers sought
refuge in the insulated practice of their craft, it was characteristic of
Cornelius to look for inspiration in his opponent’s backyard. After all,
if astrology has more in common with omens and intuitions than
empirical tests, perhaps there was something in the 1975 Humanist
attack itself, which provided just such a harbinger of astrology’s
redemption from the judgments of science. In the fall of 1978, he
published his first important essay on astrology as divination entitled
''The Anti-Astrology Signature” 4 in the Astrology Quarterly, the
Lodge's periodical.
Up to that point, almost all of the astrological community's responses
to the recent scientific critiques had been to use the language of
science to discuss the positive findings for astrology. Certainly, others
prior to Cornelius, such as Dane Rudhyar and perhaps even Alan Leo,
had rejected the notion that astrology is best understood as a science of
stellar influences advanced through the logic of scientific
methodology. 5 What set Cornelius' response apart from his astrological

contemporaries is that he largely concedes the scientists were correct
when they characterize astrology as having a foundation in magic. In
his essay “Astrology: Magic or Science?” accompanying the
“Objections” manifesto, the science writer Lawrence Jerome stated,
“Astrology is false because it is a system of magic.” 6 This did not faze
Cornelius. If the scientific case for astrology was weak, so what?
Playing by their rules would never carry the day for astrology. While
the implications for the "astrology as science approach" might limit the
claims astrologers could make, it did not invalidate the whole of
astrology, nor did it preclude the possibility that horoscope judgments
could yield both truthful and helpful information. Notably, Cornelius
based his response to the 1975 attack on a horoscope which had been
published as an illustration to one of the articles in the Humanist. Less
notably, the horoscope’s inclusion in that periodical was odd, since it
had simply been put there to demonstrate something about horoscope
construction and to show its skeptical readers what the object of their
ire should be. While the horoscope itself was not essential to the
Humanist attack, it became absolutely critical to Cornelius for its
status as a Janus-faced omen: one face pointed the way towards
astrology’s distant origins and the other towards astrology’s possible
future.
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In his The Astrology of Personality, (Lucis, New York, 1936) Rudhyar addresses
this issue in his first chapter, “Astrology Faces Modern Thought”, where he writes
“We trust it will be apparent to everyone after some clear thinking on the matter that
attempts at making astrology an exact empirical science by basing it on
measurements of actual influences and rays are, if not doomed to failure, at least
bound to explain or prove only a fragment of the entire body of ideas which
constitutes and has always constituted astrology.” (p. 45) The prescience of
Rudhyar’s judgment has since been amply demonstrated by the Gauquelin studies.
They constitute the largest empirical study to date of the astrological hypothesis of
planetary influences; their most robust findings support only a tiny fraction of actual
contemporary practice. In the page prior to his clear-eyed assessment of scientific
astrology, Rudhyar took up the case of horary astrology: “‘Scientific’ astrologers
may frown at horary astrology as being mere fortune telling. Nevertheless it is easy
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To dramatically make his point, Cornelius used this “example”
horoscope to demonstrate the validity and power of astrological
symbolism. That horoscope, originally published in 1941 in an article

to show that natal astrology (study of birth charts) is a special case of horary
astrology…a horary chart is the birth of an idea.” (pp. 44-5) Cornelius makes the
case for Alan Leo moving away from his earlier determinism: “towards the end of
his life he was beginning to express an angelic vision, a move towards Christianized
daemones as the guides of our astrology”. Moment, Op. cit. p. 168
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by the astronomer Bart Bok and Margaret Mayall 7, was seized by
Cornelius in 1978 as an "anti-astrology signature" which epitomized
the whole scientific attack on astrology; he interpreted the horoscope
accordingly.
On a purely rational level, using the horoscope from the Humanist
made no sense. How could a randomly selected horoscope from 1941
have anything to do with the 1975 assault on astrology? The
horoscope's actual origins remain obscure, but it was cast for a
particular date, time and place: November 23, 1907 at 4 am for New
York City. By the tenets of mainstream astrology, this horoscope had
no possible validity, since as it was presented, it was unconnected to an
actual person or enterprise, such as the birth of a business, organization
or government and had merely been used to illustrate horoscope
construction. Thus, the only connection this random map had with the
scientific assault upon astrology was the fact that it had been published
along with the "Objections to Astrology" article in the Sept/Oct 1975
issue of the Humanist. Yet Cornelius saw in its potent symbolism not
only a convincing “anti-astrology signature” for the attack, but
evidence of how astrology actually works in practice. He substantiated
his contention by demonstrating how this "random" horoscope's
progressions timed the publication of the Humanist attack itself. The
1907 horoscope, as Cornelius later put it, was "arbitrarily derived
decades before its star turn" 8 and thus became a powerful example of
the ‘unique case’ principle, which would become a fundamental tenet
of astrology as divination. Thus, “effective and worldly symbolism”,
not scientific laws must guide astrologers in their practice.
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The high level of craft horoscopy on display in Cornelius’ work---as in
this article, for instance---is often not properly acknowledged, perhaps
because divination is often confounded with intuition and an “anything
goes” approach to chart interpretation. While his delineations of the
horoscope’s natal aspects, including a kite configuration, demonstrate
his capacity for working within the mainstream tradition, it is his sure
footed use of horary techniques which make the horoscope’s “antisignature” identity come alive. Ultimately, it is through his use of
various timing measures, including Secondary Direct and Converse
measures, as well as transits, that “the true meaning of the map
becomes declared (‘published’) and recognizable.” 9 His supple use of
various astrological techniques, as much and perhaps more than any
philosophical argument, makes a strong argument for his contention
that the fundamental assumptions of mainstream astrology need to be
questioned and rethought. In other words, the application of astrology
substantiates the idea of questioning and rethinking the philosophical
basis of astrology. This essential relationship between praxis and
theory remains an essential feature of Cornelius’ divinatory astrology.
“What Does the Signature Signify?”
A response to Cornelius’ “An Anti-Astrology Signature” was not long
in coming. In the very next issue of the Quarterly, Norman de
Gournay’s rejoinder "What does the Signature Signify" contested some
of Cornelius' assumptions about the nature of astrology. De Gournay
was a long-standing Lodge member; his spirited philosophical defense
of the tradition required reckoning. Significantly, de Gournay
acknowledged the seriousness of Cornelius’ critique by taking him at
his word. He noted that the secondary purpose of Cornelius’
delineation of the “Anti-Signature” horoscope was, to quote its author,
“‘to suggest in outline its reflective power for misconceptions within
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and without astrology, and to further raise questions about the nature
of astrology.’” 10 In lawyerly fashion, he latched on to Cornelius’ use of
the word “inevitably”---as opposed to a random selection---to describe
the choice of Margaret Mayall’s horoscope for its inclusion in her and
Bart Bok’s 1941 publication “Scientists Look at Astrology”.
While de Gournay chided Cornelius for embracing predestination or
some kind of fatalism (by implying “that Margaret Mayall lacked
freedom of choice” 11), his primary concern was that Cornelius violated
“one of two hypotheses on which astrology is founded…the supreme
significance of beginnings.” 12 De Gournay laid particular emphasis
upon the second hypothesis: the well-known dictum of Hermes
Trismegistus “that which is above is like unto that which is below”. In
other words, he invoked the words from the Tabula Smaragdina or
Emerald Tablet, which provides “the philosophical foundation of the
magical tradition” 13 and which has been used as a rationale for western
astrology for centuries. That is, he endorsed the theory of
correspondences and explicitly denied most modern astrologers
believe “minute gravitational, electromagnetic or radiative emissions
from distant planets, or far more distant stars, could possibly influence
terrestrial births…” 14 De Gournay suggested the dictum “the stars
impel but do not compel” be replaced with “the planets inform but do
not compel us to conform”, thus making room for free will. Somewhat
ironically, in order to reaffirm the primacy of horoscopes based on
historical beginnings, de Gournay interpreted the map for the launch of
the ill-fated Titanic; he suggested the ship’s fundamental weaknesses-10
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-its character flaws, so to speak as evidenced by structural problems
with the ship---need not have resulted in tragedy had Captain Smith
“been warned by a competent astrologer and had had enough belief in
astrology to have heeded a waring (sic) that extreme caution was
vital.” 15

“A Reply from Geoffrey Cornelius”

In his response to de Gournay, carried in the same issue, Cornelius
acknowledged and responded to the two “threads” of his objections:
predestination and beginnings. He found their differences in the
former to be more apparent than real and suggested the issue of fate
and free will “continually presents itself in astrology” and that it “is
relevant to Mayall’s choice only in so far as it is relevant in every
astrological situation, and it should not be seen as a special factor in
this case.” 16 What follows that statement are Cornelius’ earliest
published remarks on what would become aspects of his philosophy of
astrology as divination: “I am not at all sure that every single situation
in life will yield an inevitable reflection. In the article, I qualified the
point by linking it with the idea of significant context…it is
nevertheless my experience, and the experience of many astrologers,
that certain events and moments yield horoscopes of extraordinary
meaningfulness. With the poetic and symbolic attitude that underlies
astrology, one learns to recognize such moments (italics mine). 17 The
unique or significant context, a symbolic attitude, human initiative--for which Cornelius subsequently adopted the ancient Greek term
katarche---and the openness to recognizing the moment of astrology
15
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would remain fundamental aspects of his radical reconfiguration of
astrology’s conceptual foundations.
De Gournay’s second concern, expressed in his article under the title
of The Science of Beginnings, represented a genuine difference
between the two men. In his reply, Cornelius stated “The concept of
‘Beginning’ is of immense significance, but does not exhaust the
possibilities of astrology…I will mention the validity of the horoscope
for the moment of death, as summarizing life achievement and offering
a basis for time measures backward to the main features of life.” 18
Though not acknowledged here, Martin Heidegger’s influence on
Cornelius’ thinking may be perceived in his questioning of the
importance of clock time or scientific notions of time, which treat time
‘spatially’ in quantifiable, measurable units. 19 In his reply, Cornelius
addressed The Problem of Time and under that paragraph heading
openly admitted “Margaret Mayall’s chosen map does not have a
temporal location at the beginning, middle or end of an attack upon
astrology.” 20 Rather than engage in a lengthy polemic, he respectfully
asked his critic to “temporarily to suspend a priori judgment as to
whether or not such phenomena are ‘in theory’ possible, and instead
apply his astrology to see whether it does or does not in fact yield
astrological significance.” 21 There the matter seemed to lie. No one

else took up the thread of de Gournay’s argument in succeeding issues.
It is unlikely at this juncture that Cornelius' article changed many
minds and in succeeding months, the Quarterly returned to business as
usual, which was and is to represent the varied views of the Lodge's
members.
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